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CHICANE CUSTOM FIT FORM  
 

A .............. ............... Neck to wrist bone Diagram A 
B .............. ............... Sleeve straight arm 
C .............. ............... Shoulder width Diagram C 
D .............. ............... Chest circumference  
E .............. ............... Waist circumference  
F .............. ............... Hip circumference  
G .............. ............... Thigh circumference  
H .............. ............... Inside leg 
I .............. ............... Outside leg 
J .............. ............... Crotch Diagram J 
K .............. ............... Back height  
L .............. ............... Height  
M .............. ............... Neck circumference 
N .............. ............... Centre Front 

 

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS ON NEXT PAGE 
 

Your care in reading these instructions carefully will ultimately determine the 

fit of your suit. 
 

 Please take all the measurements requested on this form carefully and 

precisely. 
 Stand erect, ask someone to help measure you with a fabric tape. 
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 The measurements should be taken wearing standard fitting clothing. 

 Do not allow for any tolerances and ensure pockets are empty with shirt 

tucked in. Make sure your belt of your pants is sitting where you want 
your belt on the suit to go. 

 
A. Is from the prominent bone at the base of rear of neck across shoulder around bent 

arm to wrist bone. 
 

B. Starts from the shoulder bone down straight arm to wrist bone. 

 
C. This measurement is the width across shoulders so shoulder bone to shoulder bone 

(not shirt seam).  

 
D. Taken directly under arms with arms down around largest part of chest or breasts. 

 

E. Taken around waist which is above belt line and around the largest part of your 

tummy. 
 

F. Hip is around the buttocks, the widest part. Ensure there is nothing in pockets. 

 
G. Around thigh at top of leg with leg slightly raised 30cm off ground. 

 

H. Inside leg, so ankle bone to groin. Ensure pants are pulled up like where your 
underwear would sit on you. (not like jeans hanging down to knees) 

 

I. From your belt line to your ankle on outside of leg 

 
J. Is from your belt line at back of jeans under crotch up to belt line at front of jeans 

pulling the tape firm so there is no droop in tape (eg like measuring in your underwear) 

 
K. Is from the prominent bone at base of rear of neck down centre of back to belt line 

following the spinal curve. 

 

L. Is measurement from the prominent bone at base of rear of neck down to ankle bone, 
twisting around to the side of leg at hip height. 

 

M. Around biggest part of neck or collar line. 
 

N. Is from the prominent collar bone at base of front of neck down centre of front to belt 

line and over largest part of your tummy. 

 
DISCLAIMER:  
 
Flamecrusher do not take responsibility for a suit that is made to incorrectly supplied measurements. 
We take extreme care in analysing and cross referencing measurements to ensure there are no 
errors before we start and then the suit is measured when completed to again ensure it measures as 
per size chart. If a suit does not fit due to incorrectly supplied measurements then the cost to alter the 
suit is at the customer’s expense. 


